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"Develop a novel warhead concept that uses mechanical (non-chemical) kinetic energy to create
high-speed weapon fragments upon detonation."
PROBLEM & APPROACH

SOLUTION

FINAL DESIGN & IMPACT

The capstone team was tasked with
creating a non-chemical warhead
prototype. Unlike a conventional,
chemical warhead, the warhead could
not produce a large pressure wave or
fiery blast to destroy its targets.

Originally conceptualized as just a ring
with bullet holes, the final design is a
hollow cylinder armed with
electronically primed bullets. As the
munition takes a vertical descent to
the target, each layer of bullets is
charged, and fired at descending
height intervals. As each layer fires at
a different altitude, a dense pattern of
bullets hit in the area of effect, with
the missile body hitting in the center..
The bullets create the fragmentation
effect of a conventional warhead,
without the pressure wave, and fiery
blast.

The warhead shell will be printed from a
nylon plastic material, the barrel and cap
system will be steel, and the ammunition
must be manufactured to be electrically
primed.

The team analyzed different methods
of creating weapons fragments with
kinetic means such as rotating discs
and pressurized air, but after analysis
the most viable design was the
“Porcupine” concept.

A significant portion of the
development and analysis
was spent on developing a
way to secure the barrels of
each hole.

.45 round

13
bullets

The final design has a
threaded cap that twists
into each bullet hole.
Four flanges secure the
cap, bullet, and barrel.

FINAL DESIGN SPECS
• .45 round electronically primed bullets
• 13 bullets per layer
• 18 inch outer diameter
• ~3000 ft-lbs per bullet

First Porcupine CAD Model
The illustration depicts a ring or “donut”
with holes. Eventually, the addition of
bullet barrels and chamber were
implemented in the design

Electronically primed bullets
eliminates the need for a firing pin
like that of a regular gun, simplifying
the design and assembly of the
warhead.

Since the components in the warhead are 3D printed, the
porcupine is scalable to accomplish various missions. The
Porcupine is destructive without the secondary damage
typical in a conventional warhead. For example, our
warhead could be scaled to destroy targets within a
house, and leave the building intact so that special forces
could infiltrate and collect intel.
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Focused on one hole/barrel and
developed the bullet housing; making
a threaded cap attached to a
threaded barrel that twists into the
bullet hole.
The original design for
the Porcupine was
using a .308 round
bullet, but the team
switched to .45 to aid
in analysis of the
chamber pressure and
recoil for a 2 in barrel.

Several prototypes were printed from cheap PLA
plastic so that the team could iterate the design.

